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ABSTRACT
With the breakthrough of the spatial resolution of optical re-
mote sensing images at the sub-meter level and the explo-
sive development of deep learning, geospatial object detec-
tion has achieved a growing interest in remote sensing com-
munity. However, labeling large training datasets in object
level is still an expensive and tedious procedure. This might
lead to the poor model generalization and degraded network
learning ability. To this end, a weakly-supervised deep net-
work (WSDN) is developed for geospatial object detection by
applying a digital surface model (DSM)-aided auto-labeling
and a pre-trained network learned from the task-independent
dataset. Experimental results conducted on the stereo aerial
imagery of a large camping site are performed to demonstrate
that the proposed WSDN yields better detection results, with
62.78% precision and 55.13% recall.
Index Terms— Deep learning, digital surface model,
geospatial object detection, optical remote sensing imagery,
vehicle, weakly-supervised
1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, optical remote sensing imagery (RSI) has been paid
a growing interest in many applications, such as urban map-
ping and monitoring [1], mineral exploration [2, 3], particu-
larly spatial object detection [4]. Existing detection methods
can be roughly categorized as follows [5]: template matching-
based,knowledge-based, object-based, and machine learning-
based methods. The explosive development in deep learning
have made them unsurprisingly applied to object detection in
RSIs [6] and have shown a stronger detection performance
than the aforementioned traditional methods. Labeling train-
ing datasets [7, 8] plays an important role in object detec-
tion in optical RSIs. In addition, for objects in optical RSIs
with a cluttered background, relatively small ground sampling
distance (GSD), and various deformations, e.g. variabilities
in viewpoint, scaling, and direction, their labeling problems
have always been challenging and existing manual labeling is
not only time-consuming and laborious but also inconsistent
(a) Target vehicles samples (b) DOTA vehicles samples
Fig. 1. Some visual vehicle examples from the two datasets.
in labeling quality. It is urgent to find an efficient automatic
labeling method.
This work proposes a weakly-supervised deep network
(WSDN) to achieve auto-tagging and detection of vehicles
objects on unlabeled target dataset (see Fig. 1(a)). Two main
technical contributions of this paper are: 1) a newly devel-
oped unsupervised vehicles extraction method using aerial
stereo imagery, which consists of image segmentation, e.g.,
superpixels, clustering and similarity measure; 2) a weakly-
supervised deep network has been fine-tuned by a training set
made up of three parts of the vehicles samples, namely vehicle
objects in DOTA dataset [9] (see Fig. 1(b)), vehicle objects in
target dataset detected by a pre-trained network learned from
DOTA dataset, and a digital surface model (DSM)-aided auto-
labeling vehicles objects in the target dataset.
2. METHODOLOGY
The purpose of this work is to develop a WSDN by preparing
training samples automatically. The detailed framework of
the WSDN is illustrated in Fig. 2, which consists of two
phases, namely auto-tagging label generation (red dotted
box), and detector generation (blue dotted box). The details
of each phase are discussed in the following sections.
Fig. 2. The flow chart of weakly-supervised deep network for vehicle detection.
2.1. Auto-tagging Label Generation
In this section, we focus mainly on generating auto-tagging
label for vehicles objects in the target dataset. To this end,
a WSDN using a two-step approach that fully takes into ac-
count the similarity of the same class in different scenes and
the similarity of different class objects in the same scene is
proposed, in order to obtain accurate labels of vehicles in the
target dataset.
Step 1. Auto-tagging label from pre-trained network:
DOTA is an aerial image dataset presented in [9]. Until now it
is one of the largest open-sourced tagged datasets in the field
of remote sensing image object detection. Figure 1 shows
one example image from DOTA and a subset from the target
dataset. It shows that the target dataset has a more complex
background and more types of the vehicle than DOTA, includ-
ing various vehicles. If all vehicles are classified as one class,
the intra-class gap is wider than in DOTA, but the inter-class
gap, e.g., the white transporter and some white rectangular
tents, is narrowed. Using pre-trained network from DOTA
alone would be not sufficient to achieve better detection per-
formance. Subsequently, we develop an effective unsuper-
vised vehicle extraction approach by applying a digital sur-
face model (DSM)-aided auto-labeling.
Step 2. Auto-tagging label from DSM: To process the
target dataset with large intra-class differences and obtain the
effective labels of vehicle samples, we adopt the superpixels-
based image segmentation method, which consists of SLIC
[10], DBSCAN clustering [11], and the similarity measure
of vehicles objects. Fig 3 shows the flowchart of the auto-
tagging label generation. More specifically, they are
1) Height information embedding: Due to limitations in
view angles, image features, such as spectrum, shape, texture,
and context, can’t describe the real objects in the target dataset
completely. Considering that vehicles are significantly higher
than the ground, the available DSM can provide very useful
height information to separate vehicles from background. The
DSM we used has been generated with the same approach as
described in [12]. In addition, spectral information and eleva-
tion information will be fused and encoded for the separation
of objects and the ground, as well as the subsequent acquisi-
tion of object location information.
2) Image segmentation: Existing semi-automatic or fully
automatic object extraction methods are based on pixels,
which can be roughly categorized by region-based, line &
corner-based methods and other variants. In this part, we
implement the rigid structure of the image instead of the seg-
mentation of the pixel grid to achieve dense segmentation of
the object. The main highlights of our work are fourfold.
Step 1: SLIC superpixels. Compared with the pixel-wise
matching [13, 14], superpixels yield an object-based similar-
ity measurement. SLIC iteratively updates the distance be-
tween the two cluster centers D with a certain threshold.
Step 2: DBSCAN Clustering. DBSCAN describes the
proximity of samples based on the adjacency matrix gener-
ated by the SLIC. The connected samples by the maximum
density derived from the density-reachable relationship is a
category of our final cluster or a cluster lc.
Step 3: Object Refining. To effectively eliminate the in-
fluence of trees on object separation in the target dataset, we
use DSM-aided information again to keep the object height
information below a certain threshold and define the value of
each cluster as its average elevation information. Morpholog-
ical profiles [15] are used to smooth the edges of the object.
Step 4: Vehicle Labels Generation. The labels used in
the final network training are automatically generated with an
Euclidean-based measurement between real vehicle instances
from DOTA dataset and segmented objects from our dataset.
2.2. Detector Generation
A new training set consisting of the data corresponding to the
two-part auto-tagging labels of vehicle samples in the target
dataset generated in the previous section. In the proposed
framework, the original DOTA vehicle samples, including
large-vehicle and small-vehicle samples. Due to the similar-
ity of the two vehicle classes, they are migrated to the new
training set and merged into a class named as vehicle. We
fine tune the pre-trained Region-based Fully Convolutional
Network (R-FCN) [16] generated by DOTA dataset with
15 class objects. The backbone of this network is 101-layer
Residual Net (ResNet-101) [17]. The simple steps are marked
in blue, as shown in Figure 2. We have to emphatically clear
that the motivation and goal of this paper apply existing labels
from the task-independent dataset to achieve auto-tagging and
detection of objects on target dataset, rather than greatly en-
hancing feature representation capabilities. Therefore, the
F-RCN has been only selected as an example, the proposed
WSDN could be easily adopted with other networks [18, 19].
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
3.1. Aerial Imagery
This dataset used in the paper is a subset from the aerial im-
agery of a camping site in northern Germany [12]. It was
acquired by the optical 4K camera system on the German
Aerospace Center (DLR) research helicopter BO 105 (DLR
(CC-BY 3.0)) at a height of 600 m above the ground. This
test sites comprised an area of 1.0km × 1.5km. With three
cameras on board, the 4K camera system is able to capture the
multi-view imagery with 90% overlap along-track and 60%
overlap across the track. The DSMs were then prepared using
the automatic processing chain as introduced in [12].
3.2. Experimental Result
Table 1 lists the quantitative results using F-RCN trained by
DOTA dataset and F-RCN fine-tuned by the target dataset
with an auto-tagging label. It shows that the proposed frame-
work yield the higher precision and recall than original F-
RCN. In the experiment, although several vehicle samples in
the target dataset are included in the DOTA, the pre-trained
network generated by the DOTA is not robust on the target
dataset due to the background of the vehicle and the semantic
information surrounding it are different. Furthermore, the RV
mixes the appearance of tents and vehicles, which makes it
more difficult to generate labels. In order to reduce the diffi-
culty of auto-tagging, all types of vehicles are marked as one
class, so the network finetuning is a binary classification.
Table 1. Performance comparisons of two different methods.
The best result is shown in bold.
Label Methodd Precision Recall
Auto-tagging labels F-RCN 40.58 38.12WSDN 62.78 55.13
Visually, very few living tents are wrongly identified as
vehicles, those with low detection scores can be removed by
the pull-up threshold. There are some miss detections in cars
and RV, also some false detections in white transport vehi-
cles and rectangular tents, as shown in Fig. 4. This might
be introduced by the inaccuracy of the threshold of DBSCAN
clustering and the height threshold of object refinement. In
addition, ambiguous edges generated in overcrowded objects
can mislead the labels generation.
4. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
In this work, a WSDN trained by an auto-tagging training
set is proposed, which tends to use labeled task-independent
dataset to explore the detection performance of an unlabeled
dataset under the same network. With this deep network, es-
pecially the embedding of DSM-aided training data genera-
tion approach, it is possible to detect objects with different
background complexity. Auto-tagging labels of vehicles ob-
jects in target datasets can be robustly generated using SLIC
superpixels, DBSCAN clustering and similarity measure.
In the future work, we will focus on further improving the
accuracy of auto-tagging labels by subdividing vehicle sam-
ples (e.g., Car, Transporter, RV, Camping trailer) and extend-
ing the proposed framework to other networks or introducing
the multimodal data [20] to improve the feature representation
capabilities of the objects.
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